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ABSTRACT
This paper will summarize our work at Queen's University
and ATR Laboratories on cross-modal speech perception and
production.  Our approach has been to study these two sides
of speech together and to use the multi-modal speech
production data to parameterize and control audiovisual
animation systems. Two approaches to production-based
facial animation have been pursued — one statistical and the
other physical.  In both cases, realistic talking head
animations are generated from continuous input of
production data. The statistical animation method of AV
synthesis extends our multi-linear techniques developed for
the analysis of orofacial motion and speech acoustics to
include the correlation between measured 3D positions on
the face and deformation coefficients of the facial surface. In
the physical approach, the dynamic form of the animation is
determined by the biophysical characteristics of the animated
object.  The physical model consists of multiple structural
layers: model skull and jaw surfaces, an orofacial muscle
layer, and a three-layer polygon model of the soft tissue.  In a
series of studies using these animation approaches we have
examined the conditions under which speech perception in
noise is enhanced by simultaneous visual presentation.  Our
data show a distinction between visual prosody and
segmental perception as well as demonstrating that our
animated stimuli produce natural increases in speech
intelligibility.

One of the classic problems of speech
research is how to relate speech perception to
speech production.  Al Liberman called this
problem, the problem of parity.  "In all
communication, sender and receiver must be
bound by a common understanding about
what counts; what counts for the sender must
count for the receiver, else communication
does not occur.  Moreover the processes of
production and perception must somehow be
linked; their representation must, at some
point, be the same.”(Liberman, 1996).  In
recent years our laboratories at ATR and
Queen's University have been pursuing this
question by studying audiovisual (AV)
speech perception and speech production.

This work has two main aspects.  First, we
have documented the relations or “mappings”
between different speech signal types so that
one signal type can be estimated from another
(e.g., electromyographic (EMG), kinematic,
acoustic).  Secondly, we have used these
mappings as the basis for animation that can
be used in perceptual research.

Two AV animation systems have been
developed. One is a statistical model that
uses face motion to estimate the deformations
of a speaker's face through time. Using the
mappings specified by the speech production
model, the face motion input can be estimated
from muscle EMG activity, vocal tract
motion, or the speech acoustics (Kuratate,
Munhall, Rubin, Vatikiotis-Bateson, & Yehia,
1999). The second system is a physical model
whose dynamic parameters determine the
interaction of skeletal, muscular, and tissue
structures. This system generates muscle
forces and subsequent facial deformations
using muscle EMG signals as input (Lucero
& Munhall, 1999). Both systems produce
realistic motions and are controlled by
production-based parameters whose
contribution to perception can be monitored.

Our goal has been to understand which
production parameters the perceptual system
is sensitive to and to explore audiovisual
perception using natural stimuli that are well
specified. One of the major challenges facing
AV speech research is the need to explicitly
describe the visual stimuli used in AV
perception experiments. Individual speakers
differ in the extent and clarity of the phonetic
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information that their faces provide
(Demorest & Bernstein, 1992; Gagne et al.,
1995b) and different speaking styles can
influence the visual contribution to phonetic
judgements (Gagne et al., 1995b; Munhall et
al., 1996). However, little is known about the
motion parameters of the face that produce
these intra- and interspeaker effects. Indeed,
it is common in AV speech research to report
experimental findings with no details about
the parameters of the visual stimuli beyond
the gender of the speaker.   We believe that
until the facial motion parameters can be
characterized, a significant proportion of the
variance in such experiments will necessarily
remain uncontrolled and unaccounted for.
The use of animation stimuli is one solution
to this problem.

ANIMATION MODELS
The statistical model derives animation from
3D kinematic data collected with OPTTRAK
markers attached to the face as well as from
static 3D scans of subjects’ faces during
sustained production of speech (e.g., vowels)
and non-speech (e.g., open mouth, pursed
lips).  Depending on the scanning device,
full-head or face scans are made. Each scan
generates a 3D polygon mesh and a video
texture map. Sets of scans for each subject are
used to derive deformation parameters for
controlling the shape of a 3D face mesh
composed of approximately 500 nodes. In
order to extract the facial deformation
parameters for a subject, the correlation
between each posture scan and the mean face
for all postures is computed for each mesh
node.  Because points on the face surface are
already highly correlated and because the
deformations are highly linear for large
regions of the face, PCA can be used to
reduce the size of the correlation matrix to a
manageable set of coefficients.  The number
of principal components required to specify
face shape is quite small (7-13), depending on
the number of postures in the scan set

(Vatikiotis-Bateson, Kuratate, Kamachi, &
Yehia, 1999).

Once the face deformation parameters are
obtained, the mesh nodes must be related to
the locations of the position sensors used to
record facial motion during speech, so that
changes in marker position can be translated
into appropriate changes of the entire set of
mesh nodes. To do this, a linear estimator
(MMSE) is calculated relating the 12-18
marker locations to the 500 mesh nodes.
Time-varying mesh shapes are determined
from the sample-by-sample changes in
marker position. Addition of the texture map
to each mesh configuration results in the
animated face, which is then sequenced with
the synchronous acoustics (for details, see
Kuratate et al., 1998).

As the input to the statistical animation
system is facial motion, any correlated signal
can be used to control the animation. Thus,
animations can be derived from muscle EMG
signals, vocal tract motion, and the speech
acoustics, all of which are highly correlated
with facial motion (Yehia et al., 2000; Yehia
et al., 1998).  Finally, the facial motion of one
speaker can be used to control the
deformation parameters of any face-like
object, including other real faces, line-
drawings (cartoon faces), and even animals.

The physical approach involves a muscle-
based model for facial animation. Originally
developed for animating expressive faces
(Terzopoulos & Waters, 1990), Munhall and
colleagues have made extensive structural
and computational modifications in order to
model speech behavior (Lucero & Munhall,
1999).

In this approach, the dynamic form of the
animation is determined by the biophysical
characteristics of the animated object.  The
physical model consists of multiple structural



layers: model skull and jaw surfaces, an
orofacial muscle layer, and a three-layer
polygon model of the fascia. The orofacial
muscles connect points on the skeletal
surfaces with the sub-dermal layer of the
fascia. Different layers of facial tissue are
represented by a multi-layered mesh of nodes
and springs. The spring constants in the mesh
reproduce the stress/strain characteristics of
the different layers of the facial tissue. The
muscles are modeled using a standard Hill-
type representation of activation dynamics
that contains force generation due to the
contractile element (the dependence of force
on muscle length and velocity) and the
passive dependence of force on muscle length.

As in the statistical model, the generic mesh
of the model is adapted to the 3D coordinates
and video texture map of an individual
speaker's face from laser scans.  During
animation this mesh is deformed by forces
generated by the set of modeled muscles.
Whereas previously input to the model was in
the form of stylized EMG that activated the
muscles Lucero and Munhall (1999) used
recorded intramuscular EMG to drive the
model. The animations generated by this
approach are highly realistic, especially in the
fine spatial detail of perioral motion (the lips
and the buccal folds).

Recording intramuscular EMG, however, is
invasive and is experimentally complex.  In
new work we have developed a kinematic to
model-EMG inversion that permits the
physical model to be driven by OPTORAK
data. The inversion uses Powell's algorithm (a
classical nonlinear optimizer) to estimate
modeled muscle activity from the
OPTOTRAK data.  High quality animation is
then synthesized from the inverted "EMG".

AUDIOVISUAL PERCEPTION
It is well-known that viewing the face during
auditory speech perception provides
linguistic/phonetic information.  For example,

being able to see the face under acoustically
noisy conditions supplements the auditory
signal and perceptual accuracy is increased
(e.g., Sumby & Pollack, 1954). Even with
clearly audible signals, viewing the face can
modify the perceived place of articulation
(McGurk & MacDonald, 1976) and perceived
voicing categories of consonants. Although
static or configurational information
contributes to this cross-modal effect, it is the
dynamic (kinematic) characteristics of the
moving face during speech that are the
primary sources of visible phonetic
information.

During speech, strongly correlated motion is
distributed across the face.  The fundamental
frequency of this facial movement is
generally low (4-5 Hz).  However, in addition
to motion of the lips and face, the head moves
which produces larger displacements in the
visual field.

With the use of production-based animation
we can begin to understand how the
perceptual system parses this complex visual
motion for different linguistic purposes.

Figure 1.  Correlation between F0 and all components of
head motion computed for individual sentences.

In this presentation we will present a series of
perception experiments that involve
manipulations of a) image contrast b) motion
magnitude and image surface characteristics.
For example, Figure 1 shows the correlations
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between F0 in individual sentences and 6-D
head motion for each sentence (Yehia et al,
2000).  As can be seen the head motion is
strongly associated with vocal pitch and thus
can be a visual cue for prosody.   This can be
examined by creating animated stimuli that
differ only in the motion of the head but hold
the relative motion of the face and mouth
constant.

Figure 2 shows data for Japanese subjects
tested with the statistical animation in a
speech in noise task.  Two major findings
should be noted.  First the animation
produces significant increases in
intelligibility like natural facial stimuli.
Secondly, the presence of natural head
motion enhances the intelligibility of the
sentences while large, unnatural head motion
(double head motion) interferes with
perception.
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Figure 2. Percent of syllables correctly identified in speech in
noise task.  RG - animation with regular head motion; DH -
animation with double head motion in all 6 df; NH -

animation with no head motion; NV- no video, auditory-only.

SUMMARY
Natural visual speech stimuli vary in
countless ways and understanding cross-
modal integration in speech requires precise
stimulus control of this facial information.  In
addition, stimuli used in AV experiments
require high realism particularly high
dynamic realism in which multidimensional

motion characteristics of the head and face
can be brought under experimental control.
Our animation approach satisfies these
demands and provides a platform for the
experimental study of audiovisual speech
perception.
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